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ABSTRACT
Understanding an audience’s behavior is an important aspect of evaluating display installations. In particular, it is important to understand how people move around in the vicinity of displays, including viewer transitions from noticing a display, through approach, to final use of the display. Despite the importance of measuring viewer mobility patterns, there are still relatively few low-cost tools that can be used with research display deployments to capture detailed spatial and temporal behavior of an audience. In this paper, we present an approach to audience monitoring that uses an off-the-shelf depth sensor and open source computer vision algorithms to monitor the space in front of a digital display, tracking presence and movements of both passers-by and display users. We believe that our approach can help display researchers evaluate their public display deployments and improve the level of quantitative data underpinning our field.
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INTRODUCTION
The number of public displays in our environment has been increasing in recent years. These display deployments have been created to achieve different tasks and support diverse research questions and objectives. However, evaluating public display installations is no trivial task [2]. A common way to evaluate a new installation is through understanding its audience behavior, e.g., how people move through the space, when and how passers-by notice the display, how potential users approach it, and how users interact with the display [4][15][26]. The spatial and temporal aspects of audience behavior can be complex to capture. Many deployments thus opt for manual observations and ethnographic studies over short periods of time, e.g., two evenings on a single weekend [2]. Some automation of audience monitoring is possible. For example, many display systems and installations have used video analytics such as face and eyeball detection techniques to collect information about presence and overall numbers of display users [21], interactions with display content [20], or to estimate gender and age of the audience [10]. However, as indicated by Williamson and Williamson [27], there is still a lack of tools for evaluating research display installations in the wider context of audience behavior and their movements through the space. To this end, Williamson and Williamson developed a tool that utilizes a webcam and open source computer vision techniques to capture and visualize pedestrian movements around displays from a bird’s eye perspective [27]. In contrast to both the narrow field-of-view characteristics of most video analytics systems for digital signage, and the large yet less accurate analysis of human mobility through physical spaces, we explore an alternative approach that aims to provide...
accurate presence detection in the broad vicinity of the display, while capturing no personally identifiable information.

Our main objective was to design and develop an audience monitoring tool that can capture detailed special and temporal information regarding audience behavior using anonymous depth data and open source algorithms. The use of a depth sensor enables the creation of a system that can be used at different installation positions and angles (not only on the ceiling, but also on the display) due to a possibility of rotating the three-dimensional representation of the scene to compensate for the installation angle and minimize occlusion problems.

Here, we present our experiences of the design, development, evaluation, and use of the audience monitoring tool. We believe our approach can provide display researchers with a potentially low-cost and easy to deploy solution, using a Microsoft Kinect sensor as a state-of-the-art depth camera. The source code of the tool is publicly available on GitHub (https://github.com/elhart/audienceMonitor).

RELATED WORK
Our related work lies at the intersection of audience detection and tracking, and the existing approaches for evaluating digital signage systems.

Digital Signage Analytics
The improved technologies and algorithms in video analytics also boosted digital sign analytics and allowed both researchers and commercial entities to gain detailed insights into how viewers interact with their displays—and beyond the display. Commercial products such as Intel Anonymous Video Analytics (AIM) suite [14] and Fraunhofer Avard [12] provide detailed insights into the immediate audience demographics through video processing in terms of audience counts, gender and age estimations, dwell and view times, and distance to the display. Researchers have used data gained from such video analytics tools to understand the effectiveness of their displays. For example, Farniella et al. [10] developed a framework for running targeted advertising campaigns for a currently present audience in front of a display. As an additional step, Tian et al. combined on-screen analytics data (captured by Intel AIM) with sales statistics from retail (captured directly from point-of-sales terminals) [25]. The authors were able to use the gained information to measure the “effectiveness” of the display by mapping demographics groups who purchased products with sales statistics. The learned insights were then used for improved advertising on pervasive displays.

To understand the interaction of viewers across several displays, Gillian et al. [13] designed and deployed a framework that is capable of recognizing viewers across displays (using both depth-cameras and additional sensing functionality). While this system provides analytical insights into how viewers interact with content, it also provides additional features to the user and personalized content across a range of displays.

While such techniques detect display users and can estimate users’ distance to the display, they usually do not continuously track audience mobility behavior.

Audience Detection and Tracking
Audience detection and tracking have been popular topics in computer vision for crowd detection and estimation [5], as well as the detection and tracking of individuals within crowds [1]. However, in the domain of public displays, there are only few approaches for automatic audience mobility detection and tracking.

Previously, display systems and installations have used face and eyeball detection to identify the presence and count the number of display users. For example, Ubi-hotspots use a webcam and simple face detection to count the number of display users to augment touch interaction logs [21]. FunSquare, an application developed for Ubi-hotspots, used the same user count data to automatically generate new display content [18]. Also, ReflectiveSigns used face detection and eye tracking to estimate when users interacted with the content, which influenced automatic content scheduling [20]. In addition, Proxemic Interaction used a system of six infrared cameras to estimate the position of passive infrared reflective markers worn by the users (e.g., a wearable marker attached to a user’s hat). The system was able to detect position, identity, movement, and orientation of the users and influence interaction and content presentation on the display [3].

Recently, Williamson and Williamson noted the lack of display evaluation tools for display researchers that can capture a wider context of audience mobility [27]. They were not only interested in detecting display users, but also in understanding how both display users and passers-by move through the space. This information helped the authors to understand how passers-by notice and approach the display, and how a new display installation can potentially disrupt the usual flow of people in public space. In order to capture audience mobility, the authors designed and developed Pedestrian Tracker, an evaluation tool for display installations that uses a ceiling-mounted webcam and open source computer vision techniques, such as motion detection and background subtraction [27]. The authors demonstrated the use of the tool through several in-the-wild display deployments and showed the validity of using such an approach to detect and track pedestrians with a relatively high detection rate of 68%.

A higher detection rate of passers-by can be achieved using depth information and three-dimensional representations of the scene without collecting and processing any personally identifiable information. Seer et al. used multiple Microsoft Kinect devices, mounted on the ceiling of a long corridor, and custom-built computer vision algorithms to detect and monitor the flow of passers-by [22]. Using the depth information from multiple sensors, the authors were able to track passers-by with detection rates of up to 94%.
In addition to potentially increasing the detection rate, a three-dimensional representation of a scene presents an opportunity to transform, rotate, and view the same scene from different perspectives and view angles [16][23]. This allows for sensor installations not only on the ceiling (to reduce occlusion problems), but also at different positions, heights, and viewing angles. Mounting sensors at different positions and angles can potentially support a wider range of installations, i.e., when mounting equipment on the ceiling is not possible or permitted, such as high ceilings or protected buildings.

**SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION**

In order to detect and monitor the audience in front of a digital display, we designed and implemented an audience monitoring tool that uses a depth sensor and a combination of open source computer vision and web visualization techniques. The tool uses an off-the-shelf Microsoft Kinect device to obtain depth information of the scene. It consists of two core modules: presence detection for collecting and analyzing the raw sensor readings, detecting the presence of people, and storing detection and tracking information into a database; and presence visualization that gives insights into the collected mobility datasets, as shown in Figure 2.

**Implementation**

The presence detection module was implemented using OpenNI (https://github.com/OpenNI), a framework for obtaining raw sensor data from the Kinect. The sensor provides 640x480 pixels of 16-bit depth information, at the rate of 30 frames per second. The module has been developed in C++ using the Xcode development environment and Mac OSX (https://developer.apple.com/xcode/). It uses the OpenCV (http://opencv.org) computer vision library for analyzing raw depth frames in real-time and detecting the presence and movement of passers-by. The detection algorithm is an extended version of a simple area detector that can filter data based on circularity, convexity, inertia, and the size of detected area. Each detected presence is stored in a database containing a unique id, timestamp, x and y coordinates of detection, and the size of the detected area. In addition, the module uses the open source GLFW openGL library (http://www.glfw.org) for transforming and rotating the three-dimensional view of the scene depending on the installation position and angle.

The presence visualization module takes the presence information stored in the database and provides a web-based visualization. The module has been implemented using Play, a Java based web application development framework (https://www.playframework.com/), and D3.js, a JavaScript visualization library (https://d3js.org/). The module allows the visualization of individual paths by presence id, visualization of audience presence at a specific time instance, or over a specific time interval. The module also provides histograms of the presence detection over weeks, days, and hours of the deployment, sum and average time duration of passers-by in front of the display, and distance representation using a heat map, as shown in Figure 3-7.

**Installation and Deployment**

We installed the tool above an existing touch-enabled public display in front of the university canteen located in a busy hall of our main university building. The Kinect device was mounted vertically on the wall approximately 1.5 meters above the display at a 30° angle (see Figure 1 – top left). We used a Mac Mini computer mounted behind the existing display to run all software components and store captured mobility data in a local MySQL database.

The existing display where we installed the audience monitoring tool is a part of a network of four interactive and open public displays [6] located at our university [8]. Each display has been running a set of interactive display applications that show user-contributed content, e.g., Moment Machine [19], and university-related information such as upcoming events and news, public transportation, and the academic calendar [9]. The displays have been in operation every working day from 8:30 to 18:30 since February 2014.

**EVALUATION OF THE TOOL**

**Methodology**

We evaluated the tool using a set of depth and webcam videos recorded at the university canteen display installation. In order to evaluate the performance of the tool we used the measures of accuracy, precision, and sensitivity as used by Fawcett [11] and Szeliski [24].

We manually counted and noted the presence and paths of passers-by using the video recording as ground truth. The presence was counted and cross compared by two independent researchers. Then, we checked the output of the tool based on the depth data and compared the results to the ground truth. We counted how many of the people visible in the video were also detected by the tool (True Positives - TP), how many detections by the tool did not correspond to a person (False Positives - FP), and how many manually detected passers-by were not detected by the tool (False Negatives - FN). The measure of accuracy takes into account both false positives and false negatives \(ACC = \frac{TP}{TP+FP+FN}\). Precision, or positive predictive value, indicates the influence of false positives \(PRC = \frac{TP}{TP+FP}\) and sensitivity, or true positive rate, measures the influence of false negatives \(SEN = \frac{TP}{TP+FN}\).
Results
The data-set consisted of 14 recorded videos in a raw (.oni) file format, each of 5 minute duration. Each video contained both depth data and video representation of the scene, as shown in Figure 1 - top right and bottom left. The recorded scenarios were not controlled and we did not interfere with usual behavior of people in front of the display. In total, we manually counted 226 passers-by within the 70 minutes of recordings.

On average in the 14 recorded videos, the accuracy of the tool is 90.53% (min: 78.26%; max: 100.00%; std: 7.46%), sensitivity of the tool is 94.21% (min: 81.81%; max: 100.00%; std: 5.86%) and precision of the tool is 95.97% (min: 85.71%; max: 100.00%; std: 5.75%). An overview of accuracy, sensitivity, and precision for each individual recording is presented in Table 1.

Discussion
Using anonymous three-dimensional representation of the scene, we were able to extract movements and paths of the audience and continuously track them with high levels of accuracy, precision, and sensitivity. However, the main limitations of this approach are due to the characteristics of the depth sensor. Due to the range limitation (up to three meters) and the sensor’s view angle (43° vertical and 57° horizontal), we were not able to monitor the entire corridor, but only a limited space in front of the display (see Figure 1). Also, due to limited resolution of the sensor (640x480 pixels), the algorithm detected both individuals as multiple persons (e.g., when wearing high-contrast colored clothing), as well as groups of people as individuals (e.g., when moving close together), leading to false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN), as indicated in Table 1. The accuracy of the tool can be increased by deploying multiple cameras [22] or reconstructing occluded parts of the scene [28].

EXAMPLE USE IN EXISTING DISPLAY DEPLOYMENT
The audience monitoring tool helped us better understand the wider situational context of the existing display deployment and its use in front of the university canteen. The tool allowed us to look and visualize the mobility paths at specific time instances and obtain insights how people move through the space and approach the display. The mobility information can be coordinated with actual display presentation and touch interactions to reveal display content when passers-by approach the display and start using display applications. This is potentially useful information for evaluating individual display applications and understanding the influence of application and content presentation on the audience behavior.

Also, the tool allowed us to continuously track and visualize audience mobility in the space, even outside the usual display operating hours (8:30 to 18:30 on working days) and better understand how the deployment space is used in general. Estimations of the potential audience size and its usual behavior can help display researchers better plan new display installations, adapt the existing deployments to possible changes in the audience behavior, compare their results to potential use of their displays, and understand any effects of display installations to usual audience mobility.

In order to get general insights about the deployment space, we continuously monitored the space in front of the display located at the entrance of the university canteen for 52 days, from June 15, 2016 to August 05, 2016. In total, we collected 1248 hours of data using only depth information (no video recordings). During this period, the tool detected and tracked 40763 passers-by and display users.

The tool provides visualization of the presence detection over weeks, days, and hours. For example, Figure 3 shows the number of detections over the last two weeks of the

Table 1 – Accuracy (ACC), Sensitivity (SEN), and Precision (PRC) of the audience monitoring tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>GT</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>SEN</th>
<th>PRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90.24%</td>
<td>92.50%</td>
<td>97.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.36%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>86.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>78.57%</td>
<td>84.62%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86.96%</td>
<td>95.24%</td>
<td>90.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94.12%</td>
<td>94.12%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76.19%</td>
<td>88.89%</td>
<td>84.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77.78%</td>
<td>77.78%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92.00%</td>
<td>92.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
semester and first two weeks of the summer break. At the beginning of the break, there was still a number of students present due to exam and study sessions. This helped us to convince our university administration to keep the displays in operation during the break when students are around.

Figure 4 shows the sum of presence detections per hour. The lunch time (hours 12 and 13) were the busiest, almost doubling the number of passers-by before and after the lunch. The possibility to quantify the number of passers-by can potentially influence a display business model and content presentation decisions. The presence of people before 8:30 and after 18:30 may indicate a possibility to extend the display presentation hours.

The majority of passers-by stay up to 4 seconds in front of the display as shown in Figure 5. The histogram also indicates that some passers-by spend between 18 and 20 seconds in front of the display. They are either waiting for someone in the space, looking at the display, or interacting with display content. Further coordination with interaction log data can potentially reveal average interaction times with the display and individual display applications.

The tool visualizes the distance of multiple passers-by to the display using a heat map as shown in Figure 6. Capturing heat maps before, during, and after a display deployment can help understand the influence of the deployment to the audience mobility.

**FUTURE WORK**

Analyzing a display deployment using our Audience Monitor helps significantly understanding the display’s context and its use. However, this is still a manual process of querying log files for interaction events and using timestamps to adjust the tool’s path visualization. We believe that the main potential of the audience behavior information is in providing comprehensive analytics reports by augmenting the existing display data, and enabling opportunities for smart application and content scheduling as we discuss in the following subsections. We are thus currently working on integrating the touch interaction data with the audience monitoring tool and visualizing aggregated information using web analytics and Pheme [17], which we will describe in the next section.

**Integration with Web Analytics using Pheme**

In order to integrate movement patterns of passers-by with an existing analytics framework, we chose Pheme as a proof of concept to visualize audience tracking data and make it available to other users and stakeholders through existing analytics platforms. While reporting raw analytics events into Pheme is supported by a universal RESTful API, the mapping from our data to third-party analytics engines needs to be explicitly defined.

Web analytics use a limited set of analytics event types to describe interactions and behavior patterns of visitors including page views (triggered each time a visitor opens a web site) and generic events (allowing a high level of customization). An example analytics report of mapping display data into page views and events is shown in Figure 7. For the mapping from our datasets to Web analytics, we propose “page views” to represent application and content transitions, and custom “events” to represent audience behavior. In Web analytics, each event can consist of up to four attributes: category, action, label, and value. Typically, the category attributed would be used to support categorization or aggregation of similar events, while actions and labels would describe the individual event that is reported.
(e.g. distance to screen). Additional fields can be reported to associate requests with individual users, typically by setting a user and session identifier. This is important for reporting multiple events caused by the same person (e.g. viewer moves in front of the display and different distance measures are reported of the same individual).

Concretely, we propose the following mapping for data reported by our audience behavior tool. As described in [17], the display identifier is mapped onto referer and client identifier attributes of the analytics system—enabling us to make the source of reports visible in our analytics reports. Due to the higher flexibility and customizability of reporting custom data, we have chosen the event type. Table 2 describes a detailed mapping from the datasets we collected to the events analytics type. We report the presence, distance, count and dwell time of individuals from the audience as corresponding events. We note that each individual will become a randomized unique identifier assigned so that multiple events caused by the same person are represented and aggregated accordingly. Further, while the count of people and dwell time is aggregated by the Web analytics engine based on the presence event (assuming user and session identifiers were set correctly), we have chosen to additionally report these values for verification purposes.

A similar approach can be applied to integrate other types of data such as touch interactions with the displays. The events in the "touch" category could indicate: "coordinates" (x and y coordinates of the touch event), "app change" (when a touch event triggers a change in the app presentation), and "content change" (when users interact with individual content items). Integrating different categories of display relevant data into unified and comprehensive analytics reports enables opportunities for smart application and content scheduling.

**Opportunities for Smart Content Scheduling**

Integrated and comprehensive reports of display states and audience behavior can help display owners and location managers to better understand their installations and provide opportunities for enabling smarter display behavior and influence application and content scheduling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event action</th>
<th>Event value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence</td>
<td>Exit / enter</td>
<td>People entering or exiting the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>meters</td>
<td>People changing interaction zones or indicate physical distance from the display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter</td>
<td>Aggregate number</td>
<td>Number of people in the scene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwell time</td>
<td>minutes</td>
<td>Time people spent in front of the display</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Digital displays can change their physical power state depending on the presence of passers-by. The displays can extend their operation time and potentially expose content to more users or save power when no users are around. Information and histograms about presence detection by hour, day, and week of deployment can influence business models and content presentation decisions. This information can help quantify and indicate potential sizes of the audience that can view and interact with display content.

Direction, speed, and dwell time of the audience can influence application and content transitions on the display. In our installation, the display has been located between two entrances to the building, classroom area and university canteen. Direction of passers-by can influence the display to present food and drink offers in the canteen (not only during lunch hours), point to upcoming classes and nearby classrooms, or transition to a bus timetable when people move towards the exit of the building. Audience behavior and information about previous touch interactions, or sequences of interactions, can furthermore help the display to identify and present relevant content for different situations.

In our future work, we plan to integrate information generated by analytics reports into novel scheduling approaches for interactive and concurrently running applications [9], thus enabling smarter and more intelligent application and content presentation decisions. Also, we plan to extend the sensing capabilities of the displays using a mobile personalization framework for pervasive displays called Tacita [7]. The framework will help augment audience behavior information with display personalization preferences of both passers-by and display users without compromising their privacy [7].

**CONCLUSION**

Audience behavior is important aspect when evaluating display installations and understanding a wider situational context of deployments. In this paper we have presented an affordable and easy to install approach for continuous and real-time audience monitoring. In particular, we have shown how the audience monitoring tool can be integrated into an existing display deployment and presented information that such a tool can provide. Using a combination of standard computer vision algorithms and three-dimensional representation of the scene, we were able to achieve high levels of accuracy, precision, and sensitivity. The main potential of the audience behavior data lies in augmenting information about content transitions and presentation times and touch interactions. Using the aggregated data, web based analytics can provide comprehensive and powerful reports. We have made the source code available online for the research community, and believe that this approach will help researchers in evaluating and monitoring existing and future display deployments.
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